INACTIVE - ALL ITEMS SUPERSEDED OR OBSOLETE

Schedule Number: N1-142-89-006

All items in this schedule are inactive. Items are either obsolete or have been superseded by newer NARA approved records schedules.

Description:

   Item A was accessioned by NARA, National Archives Identifier 37513.

   Item B was shown in the N1-142-10-001 crosswalk page 3 (but incorrectly linked to N1-142-97-010) to be superseded by N1-142-10-001, item 16d2.

   Item C was presumably destroyed during processing of the accessioned collection.

Date Reported: 07/28/2022

INACTIVE - ALL ITEMS SUPERSEDED OR OBSOLETE
REQUEST FOR RECORDS DISPOSITION AUTHORITY  
(See Instructions on reverse)

TO: GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION  
NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORDS SERVICE, WASHINGTON, DC 20408

1. FROM (Agency or establishment)  
Tennessee Valley Authority

2. MAJOR SUBDIVISION  
Governmental and Public Affairs

3. MINOR SUBDIVISION  
Media Relations

4. NAME OF PERSON WITH WHOM TO CONFER  
Ronald E. Brewer

5. TELEPHONE EXT.  
615/751-2520

6. CERTIFICATE OF AGENCY REPRESENTATIVE  
I hereby certify that I am authorized to act for this agency in matters pertaining to the disposal of the agency’s records; that the records proposed for disposal in this Request of ______ page(s) are not now needed for the business of this agency or will not be needed after the retention periods specified; and that written concurrence from the General Accounting Office, if required under the provisions of Title 8 of the GAO Manual for Guidance of Federal Agencies, is attached.

A. GAO concurrence: is attached; or is unnecessary.

B. DATE  

C. SIGNATURE OF AGENCY REPRESENTATIVE  
Ronald E. Brewer

D. TITLE  
Assistant TVA Archivist

8. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM  
(With Inclusive Dates or Retention Periods)

See the attached description of Education and Promotional Films of TVA and the Tennessee Valley. This item will be added to the Comprehensive Records Schedule for Governmental and Public Affairs.

9. GRS OR SUPERSEDED JOB CITATION

10. ACTION TAKEN (NARS USE ONLY)

All changes to this proposed schedule have been approved by:

NARA appraiser  
date  
Agency representative  
date
This series consists of a collection of 16mm films showing various TVA-related subjects. The films were made as a form of education and promotion of major TVA undertakings, and have been used mainly to be loaned to schools and other interested groups. Some of the categories of subjects covered in the films are specific phases of TVA history, TVA projects, environmental concerns, and health and safety concerns. The older films are silent with captions and the newer films have sound.

There is either an original negative or an internegative for most of the films. Most of the original negatives or internegatives are located at the Motion Picture Film Laboratory in Memphis, Tennessee, and the copies are located in the TVA Public Affairs office in Knoxville. The consecutive dates are 1933 to the 1980s. The approximate volume is 30 cubic feet, however, this includes as many as four copies of each film. There are extra prints of most films.

Shown below is a list of film titles:

- Valley of the Tennessee
- Wilson Dam School
- Now That the Dinosaurs Are Gone
- The River
- Power from Paradise
- There is a Valley
- Shore Lines for Progress
- TVA
- Story of TVA
- Discovery
- Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Refueling, 1980 Original
- Loading Fuel at Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
- Refueling Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
- Browns Ferry Unit 2 Goes Commercial
- Browns Ferry Reaches Full Capacity
- Watts Bar Waste Heat Energy Park
- Browns Ferry
- S11 Accident Phases 1 and 2
- TVA Muscle Shoals 1920-1930
- My Neighbor and I
- Kentucky Dam
- The Tennessee
- A Major Water Control Project of the Tennessee River System of Multiple Dams
- Rushing Creek
- Land Between the Lakes
- Don't Tell Me
- YAS - LBL 1960: Discovery
- Ballade of Parker Branch
- Highway Called the Tennessee
- Land Between the Lakes Motion Picture Information
- TVA Projects Dam
- TVA Earth and Apple
- Building a New Dominion
- TVA Presents Malaria Control

See attached list for revised holdings.
1. EDUCATION AND PROMOTIONAL FILMS OF TVA AND THE TENNESSEE VALLEY (continued).

Lineman
Fuel Loading at Sequoyah (Hughes)
Pistol Bullseye
The Fontana Story
This is TVA
The Living Rock
10,000 Fires
Tennessee River Conservation and Power
Discovery
Super Highways
TVA and the Nation
A New Dimension in Classrooms
Tomatoes
Hydrilla
EPRI: The Electricity Story
Small Car Crashes
Norris Dam Construction (Silent with captions)
Southland Empire
Radiation
Sourwood Mountain Dulcimer

DISPOSITION

A. Original negative (or internegative if no negative exists) and 1 copy of each roll of film (where available)

Permanent. Transfer to the National Archives upon approval of this schedule.

B. All other copies

Destroy in agency when no longer needed for administrative purposes.

C. Films determined during archival processing to lack sufficient archival value to warrant permanent retention:

Destroy immediately.
INVENTORY OF 16mm AND 35mm EDUCATION AND PROMOTION FILMS

10,000 Fires
A New Dimension in the Classroom
A Sound Reason
Agriculture LS Waking Farm Scene
Agriculture-Picking Cotton in Field
All Together
Also with Swimmers in the Lake
Ballad of Parker Branch
Barn Raising
Bellefonte Nuclear Plant's Steam Generator Placement
Bicentennial Trailers
Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Progress
Browns Ferry-Moving Fuel Rods
Cherokee Dam
Chickamauga Dam Construction
Clean Water
Clinch River Raft Race
Close Up - Swimmers in the Lake
Collection of TVA Films Available for Check Out
Construction at Watauga & Wilson Dams
Construction of Cherokee Dam-1940-41
Construction of Guntersville Dam
Construction of Johnsonville Steam Plant
Cows in Pasture
Dealing with Alcohol or Drug Dependency
Dilapidated Farm and Crop
Discovery
Don't Tell Me
Douglas Dam
Douglas Dam Construction
Douglas Dam Early Construction - 1942
Douglas Dam-1942
Earth and Apple
Elkmont Village Revised
Energy
Farm People and Land Use
Filling Main Lakes
Fontana Dam
Fontana Dam Construction
Food and Fertilizer
Forestry - Men Walking on Timber Road
Forestry-Horses Pulling Logs into River
Fuel Loading at Sequoyah Nuclear Plant
Gallatin Steam Plant Trout Harvest
Going for the Sun-TVA Solar Film
Guntersville Dam & Chickamauga Dam
Guntersville Dam Construction - 1938
Hales Bar & Chickamauga Dam
Hartsville Nuclear Plant
Heating Costs
Hiwassee Dam Construction - 1938
Highway Called the Tennessee
Home Economics Old Wood Cooking Stove
Hydrilla
In the Kentucky Reservoir
J. B.ell Swann River Boat
J.F. Kennedy in TVA
Johnsonville (Steam Plant)
Kentucky Dam
Kentucky Dam Construction
Kingston Steam Plant
Kingston Steam Plant Turbine Room (camera weave)
LBL
LBL Outtakes
Land Between the Lakes
Lillenthal Visit
Lillenthal at Sequoyah Nuclear Plant
Loading Fuel at Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Unit 3
Loading Tractor on Forestry Truck
Long Pit Mine-1972
Malaria Control of Impounded Water
Mallow Red and White Flowers at LBL
Men at Table in Conference Room
Metallurgical Industry at Cabert City
Moving Heron Colonies
Moving Phipps Bend Nuclear Reactor
NC Pollution
New Dimensions In the Classroom
Nickajack Dam - 1966
Nolichucky Dam
Normandy Dam
Norris Dam (Mrs. FDR on top of Norris Dam-1935)
Norris, Clear Creek Trout
Nuclear Power Recruitment
OTAD-Land Fill & Junk Car Program
Ocoee River Float
Opening of Wheeler Dam
Operator of Crane Moving Logs
Operator of Tractor Pulling Harvesting Equipment in Field (3 copies)
Paducah Flood - 1937
Parker Branch Story
Pickwick
Pickwick Dam Construction-1936
Pistol Bullseye
Power Production Recruitment Film
Power from Paradise
Powerlines into the Home
Quality Environment of the Tennessee
Raccoon Mountain Pumped Storage
Radiation
Ramblin Raft
Recreation - Water Skiing
Recreation - Two Men in a Flat Bottom Boat
Refueling Browns Ferry Unit 1
River in Flood
SL 1 Incident
Save Our Soil
Shell Mounds of the Tennessee
Shorelines for Progress
Silent Norris Dam
Small Car Crashes
Solar Memphis
Sourwood Mountain Dulcimer
Southland Empire
Splendid Birds, Splendid Valley
Strip Mine Reclamation
Strip Mined Land
Strip Mining
Super Highways
Super Highways for Power
Swollen River
TVA - Power Revenue Bonds
TVA Builds Johnsonville Steam Plant
TVA Projects - Dams
TVA Projects-Fossil Plants
TVA Solar Film
TVA Town
TVA Water Quality
TVA and The Nation
TVA's Transmission System
TVA, Muscle Shoals 1920-1930
TVA-40th Anniversary
The Electric Valley, Parts I & II
The Fontana Story
The Living Rock
The River
The Story of TVA
The Valley
There is a Valley
There is a Valley-Revised
There is a Valley-Three Rivers
This is TVA
Tow and Barge on Lake
Towboat
Unloading Coal Cars by the Car Load
Valley of the Tennessee
Visitors Viewing Norris Dam
W.C. Hill Milling Co. (2 copies)
Waste Heat Energy Park
Water Pollution Problems & Solutions
Water Quality Mercury
Water Quality Report
Water Wisdom
Watts Bar Dam Construction
Watts Bar Steam Plant and Dam
Wilson Dam Lock
Wilson Dam School
YAS - LBL 1960
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